Learning for Leaders

Conference-Wide Book Studies | Wednesdays at 11 AM, via Zoom
For each book study, the first 25 to register can receive a free e-copy (Kindle edition) of the book.

**WINTER 2023 (author-led)**

*Tempered Resilience: How Leaders are Formed in the Crucible of Change* by Tod Bolsinger
February 2023 (2/1, 2/8, 2/15, 2/22) | [REGISTER: NA.EVENTSCLLOUD.COM/FEB2023](#)

Tod Bolsinger, author and leadership expert, will help us explore adaptive leadership qualities we can develop in changing times. Learn how to overcome the external challenges we face and the internal resistance that holds us back.

**SPRING 2023 (author-led)**

*Generosity, Stewardship, and Abundance: A Transformational Guide to Church Finance* by Lovett H. Weems Jr. & Ann A. Michel
April - May 2023 (4/12, 4/19, 4/26, 5/3) | Registration TBA

Lovett Weems Jr. & Ann Michel, of the Lewis Center for Church Leadership, will offer practical advice for inspiring responsible stewardship and generosity to fund ministry. They cover church fundraising, stewardship campaigns, budgets, financing capital needs, endowments and innovative approaches to economic sustainability.

**SUMMER 2023 (author-led)**

*Both/And: Maximizing Hybrid Worship Experience* by Jason Moore
August 2023 | Registration TBA

Worship technology pioneer and expert Jason Moore will offer proven wisdom to help us dream of our future in providing online and hybrid worship and ministry to broadly spread the gospel in a changing, post-pandemic world.

**FALL 2023**

*The Color of Compromise: The Truth about the American Church’s Complicity in Racism* by Jemar Tisby
October 2023 | Registration TBA

Jemar Tisby, MDiv, president of *The Witness: A Black Christian Collective*, details how the American church has helped create and maintain racist ideas and practices throughout its history, and how to implement solutions to improve our racial inclusiveness and relationships.
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